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OUTLINE

Is confidential information exempt from discovery? This session looks at how discovery obligations 
are met when dealing with confidential information. It includes:

· General principles of discovery – an overview

· Implied undertakings when engaging in discovery

· Confidentiality and discovery – what can and cannot be discovered

· Trade rivals and commercially sensitive information

· Restricting inspection of documents

· Redacting and editing documents

· Discovery and legal professional privilege – can it prevent disclosure?

· Public policy v private rights: where does discovery sit?

· Crown Resorts Limited v Zantran Pty Limited [2020] FCAFC
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES RELATING TO DISCOVERY — AN OVERVIEW

• Preliminary discovery pursuant to Pt 5 UCPR

“……having made reasonable inquiries, is unable to obtain sufficient information to decide whether or 

not to commence proceedings against the prospective defendant.”

• Tyco [2005] FCAFC at [38]; Yes Family [2016] NSWSC
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES RELATING TO DISCOVERY — AN OVERVIEW

• Notices to produce: two types of Notices: UCPR 21.10 and 33.4 

For the difference between the two categories, see Patonga Beach [2009] NSWSC and para [13] of 

Millennium Charters [2020] NSWDC

• Subpoenas: the test is that laid down in Patonga Beach at [14]

• Orders for discovery (usually) against an opponent to the proceedings, once proceedings have 

commenced.
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TEST FOR RELEVANCE ON DISCOVERY; Claiming Privilege 

• Discovery is dealt with in UCPR 21. The purpose is that there be a fair trial by ensuring that – within 
limits, and subject to privilege – relevant documents are produced. 

• Discovery is generally only available as between parties to pleadings e.g. a Plaintiff and a 
Defendant; and not as between Defendants unless there’s a cross claim on between them.

• The modern practice as regards discovery, to prevent past abuses which racked up costs, is for 
discovery to be by categories or samples.

• To be discoverable, a document must be relevant to a fact in issue which a document is taken to be 
if it could, or contains material that could, rationally affect the assessment of the probability  of the 
existence of that fact , regardless of whether the document or matter would be admissible in 
evidence.

• Documents that go merely to credit are not discoverable (but can be reached via one of the forms 
of Notice to Produce).
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PRIVILEGE — UNDERPINNING RATIONALE

Commissioner of Federal Police (1997) at 551

“…it promotes the public interest because it assists and enhances the administration of justice by 

facilitating the representation of clients by legal adviser, the law being a complex and 

complicated discipline. This it does by keeping secret their communications, thereby inducing the 

client to retain the solicitor and seek his advice, and encouraging the client to make a full and 

frank disclosure of the relevant circumstances to the solicitor. ………………….”
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DISCOVERY AND CLAIMING PRIVILEGE

• An order for discovery in NSW carries with it the obligation by the party providing discovery, to 

serve a list of documents, divided into various parts. 

One part lists documents in respect of which privilege is claimed.

• There are settled procedures for challenging claims to privilege. It is often said that an affidavit on 

behalf of the person claiming privilege generally settles the issue. 

See e.g. Sydney Airports Corporation [2005] NSWCA
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Threshold of relevance low & fishing expeditions

When it comes to documents sought upon discovery or subpoena, the threshold of relevance low -

apparent relevance to a matter in issue will suffice ; the test is not whether the document will be 

admissible upon a tender. 

Boase [No 3] [2012] WASC [10] - [11]; 

Re Forge Group Construction Pty Ltd (in Liq); 

Ex parte Jones [No 2] [2016] WASC[18] - [19]; 

Progresso [2020] WASC , a case concerning the validity of a restraint of trade in a contract for the sale 

of business.
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Threshold of relevance low; & fishing expeditions

• Fishing expeditions

A “fishing expedition” means that a person who has no evidence that fish of a particular kind are in 

a pool desires to be at liberty to drag it for the purpose of finding out whether there are any there 

or not. If, however, there is material before the Court pointing to the probability that a party to 

litigation has in his possession documents tending to destroy his case or to support the case of his 

opponent and that privilege from inspection of such documents has been wrongly claimed, an 

application by that opponent to be allowed to inspect them cannot properly be described as a 

mere “fishing expedition”.: 

Associated Dominions (1952) NSWSC at 254
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IMPLIED UNDERTAKINGS WHEN ENGAGING IN DISCOVERY

• The implied undertaking principle is that “where one party to litigation is compelled, 

either by reason of a rule of court, or by reason of a specific order of the court, or otherwise, to 

disclose documents or information, the party obtaining the disclosure cannot, without the leave of 

the court, use it for any purpose other than that for which it was given unless it is received into 

evidence.” 

Hearne (2008) HCA at [96]; Harman; British American Tobacco (2004) NSWCA 
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IMPLIED UNDERTAKINGS WHEN ENGAGING IN DISCOVERY

• The House of Lords in Hearne v Street unanimously held that the implied undertaking attaches to 

any document produced or received during legal proceedings, and that this undertaking operates 

to prevent the use of the documents for a “collateral or ulterior” purpose. Lord Keith described the 

implied undertaking (at 308) as being:

... independent of any obligation existing under the general law relating to confidentiality. It affords 

a particular protection accorded in the interests of the proper administration of justice. It is owed 

not to the owner of the documents but to the court, and the function of the court in seeing that 

the obligation is observed is directed to the maintenance of those interests, and not to the 

enforcement of the law relating to confidentiality.

• See also Treasury Wine Estates [2020] FCAFC
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CONFIDENTIALITY & DISCOVERY: Protected Confidences

• Sec 126 of the Evidence Act (NSW) clothes the court with a  discretion to order that “protected 
confidences” be excluded from evidence. A protected confidence is one defined at a high level, as 
being one confided in context of a professional confidential relationship.

The discretion is exercised by balancing two factors: the harm done if the confidence were 
disclosed against the harm if the evidence were not adduced. 

Relationships to which this has been held to apply are doctor/ patient; social worker/ client; 
journalist and “sources”. 

See generally Uniform Evidence Law by Odgers, commentary on Sec 126.

Another pathway for objection by a party, might be Sec 135 EA (unfair prejudice) etc. 
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TRADE RIVALS AND COMMERCIALLY SENSITIVE INFORMATION: 
Public interest v private rights 
Restricting inspection
Redacting documents 

• There are many cases where documents sought by upon discovery, subpoena or the like, would reveal 

commercially sensitive information to a trade rival.  

WA Rules: Pursuant to O 36B r 8A(2) of the Rules of the Supreme Court 1971 (WA) (Rules), on a request from a 

party with a sufficient interest in the documents produced under subpoena, the court may make directions for 

the inspection of any documents produced in compliance with the subpoena.

The producing party has a “sufficient interest”: Progresso [2020] WASC, a case concerning the validity of a 

restraint of trade in a contract for the sale of business.
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TRADE RIVALS AND COMMERCIALLY SENSITIVE INFORMATION: 
Public interest v private rights 
Restricting  inspection
Redacting documents 

• The producing parties were Autonomo and Rio Tinto; a significant amount of documents were produced. 

Autonomo advised the defendant's solicitors that it considered 2,854 of the documents produced by Rio Tinto 

were commercially sensitive and confidential. The defendant did not accept that characterisation of the 

documents and sought to have the claim for confidentiality determined by the court.

This provided the occasion to re-state the principles as to where trade rivals claimed confidentiality , as follows 

(including citing from other cases, which for editing purposes, are not cited).
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TRADE RIVALS: Progresso [2020] WASC

• “[23] Where a party objects to inspection of documents on the basis of a claim of confidentiality, the courts 

recognise that there is some need to balance competing interests. Ultimately, the public interest in the 

administration of justice must prevail. Where parties are trade rivals, this will be a relevant consideration in 

determining whether any restrictions ought be imposed upon the inspection of documents.”

[24] ……………………… Where it is said that documents are confidential, it may be accepted that the fact that the 

documents are confidential will not ordinarily be a sufficient reason to deny inspection by the opposite 

party. In most cases, the fact that the documents may not be used except for the purposes of the litigation 

concerned will be sufficient protection to the party producing them. But where, as here, the party obtaining 

discovery is a trade rival of the person whose secrets it is proposed should be revealed by discovery and 

inspection, other considerations arise.
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TRADE RIVALS:
Progresso Pty Ltd v Hansen Price Pty Ltd [2020] WASC 151

• Orders made by variously the Registrar running the subpoena list, and the case managing judge, & procedure 

adopted is illustrative of the nature of the court’s jurisdiction in dealing with these types of matters:

• The Registrar directed that the documents produced by Rio Tinto not be inspected by any party until Autonomo's application 

had been determined, and further directed that conferral occur between the parties; 

• The looming trial date was vacated to enable this issue to be determined; 

• Autonomo was ordered to provide a list of the documents over which a claim for confidentiality was asserted and the basis for 

such claim;

• programming orders were made to bring Autonomo's application through to a hearing;

• following further conferral between Autonomo and the defendant, a number of Autonomo's claims for confidentiality were 

accepted or withdrawn, or agreement been reached for the redaction of documents in full or in part. 

• as a consequence of that further conferral, the number of documents in dispute between Autonomo and the defendant was 

reduced to 69 documents.
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Public policy v private rights: where does discovery sit? Crown 

Resorts Limited v Zantran Pty Limited [2020] FCAFC 

• The Federal Court does not possess a power, “discretionary in character, to relieve a person of a 

subsisting and otherwise enforceable obligation of confidence owed to a party to the litigation if to 

do so, on balance, was in the interests of the more convenient running of the litigation and so in 

the administration of justice.”: para [2] of Zantran

This is especially so when there are pre-trial interlocutory procedures that may be availed of to 

extract the information from prospective witnesses prior to, or at an early and separate stage of, 

the trial. Court should use extreme reserve in holding a contract to be void as against public policy, 

and only do so when the contract is incontestably and on any view inimical to the public interest: 

para [60]
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Crown Resorts Limited v Zantran Limited [2020] FCAFC

• Crown employees worked in the People’s Republic of China, to recruit Chinese “high roller” or VIP gamblers to gamble at its 
overseas casinos.

They were arrested and charged with gambling-related offences in China.

A class action was launched against Crown, in which the lead applicant, Zantran alleged that: 

(i) Crown breached its continuous disclosure obligations and engaged in misleading or deceptive conduct relating to the 
above activities; & 

(ii) that the significant revenue Crown received through these gamblers was at risk because the conduct promoting gambling 
was illicit under Chinse domestic law; which risk was allegedly realised when the employees were detained by Chinese 
authorities and charged with criminal offences. 

At the centre of the allegations was what Crown knew of its “China Operations” and when they knew of those operations. 
(per Lee J at [79]

Prospective witnesses were bound by confidentiality provisions in their contracts of employment or post contract 
settlement deeds. 
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Crown Resorts Limited v Zantran Limited [2020] FCAFC

• Zantran’s approach (as lead litigant in a class action) was not to 

--invoke the compulsory processes of the court, eg interrogatories , 3rd party discovery, or pre-trial 
examination of witnesses (confidentiality would not have been a defence to answering/ responding 
though some confidentiality regime would have been on the cards) ;
--advise Crown that it proposed to proof the witnesses and then left it to Crown to seek an 
injunction; 
---seek a declaration of the unenforceability or voidness of the contracts or their provisions by 
reference to a substantive principle eg that they were inimical to the administration of justice 
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Zantram : “ The House always wins” 

• Rather , Zantram’s lawyers , relying on the Victorian SC decision in AS 
(below) , sought interlocutory relief under Sec 21 or 23 of the Federal Court 
of Australia Act from the enforcement of the confidentiality provisions in 
aid of the more efficient management of the case.

It was powerfully held by the FFC that the Court does not have a 
discretionary power, to relieve a person of an obligation of confidence 
owed to a party to the litigation if to do so, on balance, was in the interests 
of the more convenient running of the litigation and so in the 
administration of justice. 

In finding there was no such power, the FFC differed to the Victorian SC in 
AS v Minister (Ruling No 6) [2016] VSC which had found there was such a 
power. Hence, the tongue in above tongue-in-cheek title of the case note 
by Allen’s.



Crown Resorts Limited v Zantran Limited [2020] FCAFC

• Lee J emphasised the express obligations of confidentiality did not prevent the Court, on 

application, “invoking its compulsory power to compel disclosure by Crown or the employees of 

information relevant to Crown’s China Operations if it was otherwise thought to be necessary or 

appropriate. For example, Zantran may have been entitled to an order that Crown be required to 

provide written and verified answers to interrogatories ………….. Moreover, there was nothing 

preventing Zantran seeking an order ………….on the basis that it was appropriate in the interests of 

justice that an order be made requiring (or, perhaps more appropriately in the circumstances, 

allowing) some or all of the employees to attend the Court for the purposes of being examined in 

advance of the initial trial by adopting a form of deposition procedure before a Registrar or the 

docket judge. ………”: [82]
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Power in the Federal Court to order oral discovery; & Confidentiality

• Davaria [2021] FCA paras [69] and [72]-[73]-[76]

Davaria dealt with an application for witnesses, subject to obligations of confidence owed to 
others, to give evidence. 

• There is no property in a witness, so it is open to anyone to communicate with a witness, ask a 
witness for a witness’s account of what happened, and call a witness to give evidence.

• Also, is important (perhaps vital) that a party is not “in the dark” in preparing for trial, and to the 
extent possible, not required to call a witness “cold” without effective communication with that 
witness.

• “……if the proposed examinees are willing to speak to the lawyers for the applicants, I would have 
thought that an arrangement could be made between the parties whereby the proposed 
examinees (subject to any undertaking concerning keeping the information obtained confidential) 
could be interviewed jointly with the parties and respective solicitors present. ”
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SUPPRESSION ORDERS 

• Suppression or non-publication orders can be made pursuant to ss 37AF and 37AG(1)(a) of the Federal Court 
of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) (“FCA Act”).

Grounds include that “the order is necessary to prevent prejudice to the proper administration of justice”: FCA 
Act, s 37AG(1)(a).

• The commercial sensitivity of information can provide a proper basis for the making of a suppression or non-
publication order: ……………. there are cogent reasons for this, described in various ways in the authorities but 
“generally associated with preserving the integrity of the litigious process, [which is] likely to be jeopardised if 
commercial competitors could benefit from court ordered production of trade secrets by parties to a suit.

• Paras [361] – [367]—[373] of In-N-Out Burgers [2020] FCAFC

“The Court has an interest in incentivising third parties, such as the interveners here, fully to cooperate when 
complying with orders for the production of documents that they would otherwise prefer not to produce”: 
Capic v Ford  [2021] FCA
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YOUR FEEDBACK & CRITIQUE WELCOMED

Please email:

sjacobsassistant@13wentworth.com.au
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